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Stage lighting infrastructure data sheets

Ladybird Studios

These slides show a generic stage lighting setup, followed by the infrastructure components that connects it all together
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There are three main physical areas where we get involved:-


1). A control area, where the show is managed.  Lighting control is often co-located with sound management as we take audio feeds from the sound desk for sound-to-
light, audio transmission and recording.


2). The stage, where the performance happens.  We are involved in two aspects:-

      > Stage illumination that highlights the performers and allows the audience to see and focus on what is happening, and

      > A simple light show that enhances the performance and adds to the overall audience experience


3). House lighting, which generally covers all other lighting required to make a show happen.


It is worth noting that Ladybird Studios do not provide complex moving light shows such as those typically used at ‘90s stadium gigs.  Our control equipment could 
handle that but we do not have, nor do we intend to acquire the fixtures needed to make that happen.  Even if complex moving and laser fixtures were hired it would take 
considerable time and effort to program them into something worth watching.


We can however support most performances and specialise in lighting shows where we have not been involved in full technical show rehearsals and have to ‘wing it’ on 
the day.  


We can also light theatrical productions where it is highly rehearsed and scenes are pre-defined, and have experience in lighting for video productions, especially special 
effects.
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We have two main control boxes that can be used independently or together.  Associated with these is an interface box that links the controllers to the stage (see inset 
photos).


A Behringer LC2412 lighting controller outputs DMX and can act as a MIDI control surface at the same time.  We use this unit primarily to control house lights, but it can 
also add 24 sliders to our computerised control setup.


We also have a system based around a mini computer running QLC+ which is a premium open source lighting control software package.  We run it on Windows 10 
because that handles multiple touchscreens properly.  It is a true cross platform application, meaning we can design a show on a Mac and run it on Windows.  Housed 
with this computer is an ADJ DMX control desk which outputs DMX directly, or acts as a control surface.  We also use a Korg nanoKONTROL2, a joystick, and two 
touchscreens for even more input options.


The interface rack has two sides.  On the top side in the photo we have a DMX merger / splitter that provides a redundant data link to stage, plus buffered outputs for 
house lighting.  On the other side we have an audio mixer and audio distribution for lighting control and audio recording.


For reliability (power supplies are not always stable) we use an Uninterrupted Power Supply unit to feed all control equipment.
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Here we have pictures of the two controllers and more detail of how the parts are connected together


We use two touchscreens which each have HDMI and USB connections.  Windows10 maps these so that two different programs can be operated, one on each screen.  
When we are running QLC+ we have the main program on the big screen, and stage visualisation on the smaller.


The LC2412 has a MIDI to USB converter plugged into the 5pin DIN MIDI sockets on its rear panel to link into the computer.  DMX output is provided by an Entec USB > 
DMX interface module.


Note that ArtNet is also an output option from QLC+, but we don’t use that as dual DMX suits our purposes and we don’t need the multi-universe capabilities that ArtNet 
provides..
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Control to Stage ConnectionsA

It has:- 
• A 16amp power distribution 
• B IEC 10amp power distribution 
• C 1:4 DMX splitter 
• D 3ch solid state switched mains 

with manual overrides 
• E A simple DMX 384ch controller for 

setting up during rigging 
• F 2:1 DMX merger 
  + Wheels (it is heavy) 

Optional plug-in voltage and 
current meter to monitor 

power load

• Stage box A is the master input 
point for stage power and DMX 
control distribution

Control-end DMX outputs for house 
and off-stage lighting and effects

A
B

C
D

E
F

At a large show we would put a rack mounted distribution box on or near the stage to handle main power and control signal inputs.


Key features are:-

1) 16 and 10 amp power distribution.  A plug-in monitor can check overall power drain from the stage fixtures.

2) Two (diverse) DMX inputs can be merged, then distributed to four external outputs.  If one input fails the other takes over.

3) A 384 channel DMX controller can be used when configuring fixtures prior to rigging.  It is much easier to do on the ground!!!

4) Three DMX controlled, relay switched, mains sockets with manual overrides for on/off fixtures.  This is useful for generic floodlighting where they may be required 

when DMX control is unavailable, such as during rigging or overnight stops.
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Around the stage we can deploy a selection of boxes that distribute power and control signals to where they are needed.  In general we would make a loop around the 
floor of the stage with 16amp ‘commando’ couplings and breakout boxes, from which vertical power and control signals can be distributed.


The units above split 10amp power from this loop, and can extend DMX control cables from wireless incoming signals.  Wireless receivers can always be replaced with 
cables if necessary.
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At floor level on the stage this box can switch up to three banks of fixtures, typically footlights, plus it can control dimmable LED fixtures such as floodlights or footlight 
strips.


As with the mains stage box (A) the switched outputs can be manually overridden if DMX control signals are not available.


The LED dimmers are rated at 280w per channel and can be switched to leading or trailing edge - the latter is usually more suited to LED bulbs.
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Waterproof cases with 50mm mounts

E and G Overhead dimmer boxes E and G

Overhead we can dim LED floodlights for general stage illumination.  These control units hang from 50mm trusses to provide dimmed mains to the floods, rather than 
long dedicated feeds from ground level.  One of them (E) is equipped with a wireless DMX receiver.


Between the two units we can control 6 channels of 200W LED floodlight each which is more than enough for a medium sized stage.
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F General purpose power splitter

16amp mains ‘through’ connection 
IEC 10amp IEC socket distro panel 
13amp UK distro panel 
‘Live’ indicator lamp 
Mounted in a waterproof stage box 

16amp trailing 
plug

16amp thro’ 
socket

Waterproof stage box

10amp distro

13amp distro

Sometimes all you need to do is break 13amp and 10amp connections away from a main 16amp feeder.  This general purpose box allows this flexibility and keeps the 
plugs waterproof.
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Dual ribbon-light controller
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H

Also shown are two 5mtr RGBW waterproof ribbons 
each with a 5 way multicore tail terminated in an 
aircraft plug.

We have two 5 metre (16 foot) RGBW waterproof ribbons with approx 1.5mtr tails.  This waterproof enclosure houses the power supply and control circuits that allows 
the ribbons to be DMX controlled.
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lights still work in the 
remote control handset 
when under DMX control 
but these indicators are 
not extended back to the 
control desk.  The relay is 
wired across the switch 
contacts within the 
handset.

= in-line connectors

Optional long 
extension lead

Our 800W smoke machine isn’t DMX controlled by default.  Not many machines below 1200W are, and the more powerful ones start affecting the overall power budget 
for a lighting rig.  So we adapted ours to meet our needs.


This unit houses three DMX controlled relays.

1) Provides switched power to a fan for distributing / clearing smoke

2) Switches power to an attached spotlight

3) Extends normally open contacts to the smoke machine’s remote control handset and duplicates the function of the ‘operate’ switch


We have provided an optional 5mtr extension cable between the machine and the remote handset for manual use, and/or this DMX controller can be plugged onto the 
handset for DMX control.


Note that the ‘On’ and ‘Ready’ indicator lamps on the remote handset are not extended back to the lighting control desk.  Also note that switches 1&2 could be used for 
anything mains powered that draws up to 5amps - the fan and spotlight are examples of what we normally connect.
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2 x Transcension ‘e-switches’ 
4 channel electronic switches with 

filament ‘keep warm’ pulses

Additional infrastructure components

16 amp extension cables (main feeds)

The previous slides show the custom made infrastructure components that we use.  We made these because similar items are not commercially available.  However, as a 
generalisation it is often cheaper to buy mass produced commercially available items.  Above is a selection of some of those that we have acquired and use on a regular 
basis.  In some cases they have been adapted to meet our needs (such as changing the plugs or adding a reel).


